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M’hrrtt you read it first

IGC Approves
New Constitution

Satellite Link
‘Back on Track’
by BILL LABOVITZ

A

5

Tufts History Professor
Martin Sherwin, returning
from Moscow last night, said
the three “space bridges” between Tufts and Moscow
M.V. Lomonsov State University are “back on track.”
Evgeny P. Velikhov, vice
president for applied physics
and mathematics for the Soviet Union’s Academy of
Sciences, convinced Soviet
television officials that the
satellite link “really had to be
done,” Sherwin said.
Sherwin, director of Tufts’
Nuclear Age History and
Humanities Center, went to
Moscow Friday after officials
from the Soviet radio and

televison network, Gosteleradio, told him they could not
fit the satellite transmission
into their schedule this
spring, but could do so next
fall.
Velikhov, principal advisor
on nuclear arms to Soviet
leader Mikhail Gorbachev,
explained to them “how far
along we were and the kinds
of commitments we had
~~.
.
made,” Sherwin said.
The request for the satellite
link had been made after
Gosteleradio set up its s h e dule for the Year. The network is responsible for all Soviet foreign and domestic
programming.
Sherwin added that Velikhov “didn’t feel he was under

IGC President Andy Rockett.
the Same kind of pressure as
US” because Soviet students
returned to school three to
four weeks after Tufts students.
Velikhov and Sherwin are
teaching a course on the hispage 17
see

ROTC to Hold Class Here Today
by BILL LABOVITZ
The Navy Reserve Officer
Training Corps is holding one
of its weekly classes on the
Tufts campus today for “the
first time in recent history,”
according to Navy ROTC
Commander lames Ward.
Navy ROIk cadets from
Tufts, the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Harvard
University and Wellesley College will attend a seminar,
known as a batallion drill, this
afternoon in Pearson Hall.
Classes are normally held each
week at MIT.
“The class [at Tufts] is an
attempt on our part to show
some interest for our cross-enrolled students,” Taylor
said.
He emphasized that “there
is no reason for any problems,” adding, “We are not
coming u p there to
demonstrate or to put on a
show of force against TPAC
[Tufts Political Action
Committee].’’
Ward, who declined to comment on the class until after it
is held, said it does not mark
an ROTC effort to be an active
Dresence on the Tufts campus.
“We are trying to find a way
to be helpful to Tufts
undergraduates, not to disrupt
-r+r-r
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said. “It is not always an easy
balance.”
Tufts banned ROTC from
campus in 1969. Previously,
Navy ROIC ran a full program
here in Sweet Hall.
Navy ROTC officials said
they could not recall a class being held here since ROTC left

campus and became part of
the MIT unit.
Army ROTC Lt. Col. Edward D. Hammond, professor
of military science at MIT, said
Army ROTC has never conducted classes at Tufts. An Air
Force R O E official said an air
see
Page15
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Outdoor Track
by DAN SCHORR
Coaches always tell their
athletes that if they want to
succeed, they must master the

Athletic
cane.

Director Rocco

Volume XVI, Number 15

fundamentals. Whether keeping the baseball glove down on
the ground or blocking out in
basketball, fundamentals are
the basis of sport.
But, even more fundamental to the game than keeping
the glove on the ground is the
ground itself -the very surface the sport is played on.
It is in the area of facilities
for which the Tufts University Athletic Department and
Office of Development have
worked together to raise
significant funds. Improvements to the athletic
facilities may possibly begin as
soon as “the spring of 1989,”
according to Athletic Director
Rocco Carzo.
The first major improvement to the facilities will be an
see TRACK
page9

by CHRIS BALL
The Inter-Greek Council
unanimously passed President Andy Rockett’s proposed constitution and guidelines Monday night, establishing a uniform, dry rush
for all fraternities.
The new rush system was a
compromise to settle disagreements over the original
plan in the proposed constitution and an earlier compromise proposal offered by
Rockett and Zeta Psi. The
new procedure calls for a
formal, dry rush period in the
second or third week of each
semster.
According to the plan, first
semester freshmen are prohibited from rushing. The rush
week would run from Sunday
to Thursday. After that,
fraternities could invite individual students to the houses
for private parties.
All formal rush events
would be non-alcoholic. The
dry rushes are intended to
show prospective pledges the
differences between the
houses.
A week after the rush
period ends fraternities can
start handing out bids. The
pledge period ends four
weeks later and no house can
hand out bids after that time.
Last week, Zeta Psi objec-

the rush procedure, since
they have no formal rush
period. The other fraternities
opposed an exemption for
Zeta Psi because they feared
Zeta Psi would have an unfair
advantage in gaining pledges
over the other houses.
Last Friday, Zeta Psi representatives met with Rockett to discuss the issue. Rockett had originally discounted
the idea of an exemption. At
Monday’s meeting, Rockett
proposed a one-week formal
rush for the first semester and
five rush events scheduled at
any time during the second
semester.
Many members opposed
having five rush events
throughout the semester.
“It’s just defeating the purpose of the unified rush,”
Vice President Brian Gerson
said Monday night. Gerson
and others said that the u d fied rush would create competition among the houses,
prompting them to work harder during rush week.
After further discussion, a
compromise was reached
when it was decided that Zeta
Psi did not have to hold rush
events, but could get pledges
by inviting students to the
house year-round. Students
who visited Zeta Psi one
semester would formally

A student gives blood in the Leonard Carmichael Society’s
tri-yearly Red Cross Blood Drive, which is being held today in
Carmichael Hall. Organizers hope to collect 345 pints. (Photo
bv Maureen O’Brienl
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All Letters to the Editor must be typed and
double-spaced. They may be sent on o
group’s behalf. but the name and phone
number of at least one member of that group
must be included. All letters must be submitted before 4:OO p.m. to be considered for the
next day’s issue.
The letters section IS meant to be a forum
for discussion of campus issues or the Doily’s
coverage of events. Opinions expressed in letters do not necessarily represent the opinions
of the editorial board or any of its members.
The executive board reserves the right to edit
a11 submitted letters. Publication of letters is
sublect to the discretion of the executive
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Jonathan Larsen
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Stung
To the Editor:
While there are important
issues like tuition raises and
Pat Robcrtson’s amazing
showing in the Iowa caucus
that deserve to be discussed
with amazement and anger,
the Sting article “Pretention in
Sting’s Garden” deserves to be
exposed as a pitiful piece of
journalism..
First of all, there were trifling errors. For example, “If
You Love Someone [it’s
Somebody] Set Them Free”
was played in the first set, and
“Bring On the Night” and
“When The World Is Running Down, You Make the Best
of What’s Still Around,” hardly constitute a “nostalgic
hodgepodge” of Police songs.
Sting pretended not to
remember “Message In A Bottle;’ not “Roxanne.” His encores were not longer than the
first two sets, and he did not
take ten minutes to reappear.
Those, however, were trifles.
The concert we remember had

David Rothenstein.. ......Assistant Sports Editor
Randall Budd.. ......:......Assistant Sports Editor

Chris Stevens................. .Photography Editor
Waldek Wajszczuk .......... .Photography Editor
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Classifeds Edilor

Jodi Goldstein ................... Classifieds Editor

David Gerstmand

Esecurizv Busbwss Director

a wildly enthusiastic crowd
watching every move Sting
made, and often singing along
with him. While many songs
were mellow, the band had not
need to speed up, nor did
Sting tell them to.
This was by no means a
“sit, sway, and absorb” concert. Everyone in our area and
beyond was on their feet for all
but three songs at the most.
Finally, the article’s headline
was obnixious and unnecessary. Sting had no
pretention - he sang and
danced his heart out. By the
concert’s end, he was almost
hoarse and had obviously
given his all. Also, he gave full
credit to his fellow musicians
for their excellence and importance in the show, including
Branford, not Bradford,
Marsalis.
By the way, Kenny Kirkland
is not married to Tracey
Wormworth, who, touring as
the group’s bassist, deserves
more credit than to be called
Kirkland’s nameless wife.

Basically, the article lacked
direction and accomplished
nothing that the headline implied. It couldn’t be determined even if Braverman liked the
concert or not. The only detectable pretention is in the tone
of Braverman’s article, whoe
attempts at music critique
make him sound self-important.
The only one not giving
credit to the band is, in fact,
Braverman, labeling them as
“backup” musicians. If one is
going to make such bold attacks on Sting, one should try
doing some research to support
one’s claims. Otherwise, keep
your hypercriticisms out of
public print.

H. David Gold, A
Sharon J. Hughes, J
Jeff Allen, A
Bruce Cundiff, A
Rachel Wiseman, J
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I? S.: From the second row, it
did not appear that Sting
needed a shave.

Offensive Personal

Danielle Camner ............ .itk~vrisingManager
Javier Macaya.. ................. ..Billing Manager

ty students but white students
To the Editor:
as well. The writer of this
On Feb. 2, 1988 the staff of
.he Daily allowed a most offen- classified should have thought
Tami Gaines ........... .Marketing Representative
of the feelings of others instead
sive classified to be printed.
M. Jeff Hamond ...... .n/larketing Represeritariae
of focusing on pleasing friends
The classified was a plea for a
with a “funny” personal. By
aale companion. The latter
the same token, the editors
:nd of the classified read as
should have taken into account
ollows: “Jakes, Trents and
the feelings of others before
3lackies
need
not
apply.”
We
I
Advertising
publishing the classified.
io not know what the author
Subscriptions
It is quite ironic that this
)f
this
classified
was
referring
Classifieds/Notices
Subscriptions to the Daily may be obta
classified appeared during
o
by
the
term
“blackie,”
but
,sifieds must be submitted before 3
ed by sending a $10 check payable to: T
he day before publication. They may
February which is the
he mere implications are such
Tufts Daily. Subscriptions are for c
placed by phone. Classifieds run for
celebrated
month for Black
wmester. Subscriptions beginning after I
hat
the
editors
should
not‘
a week, or a semester. All daily and
wnc‘stcr‘s first issue will last only until I
History.
During
this month we
lave
allowed
the
classifieds
to
iclassifieds must be paid in cash. All
ciid of that semester. Contact the Dur!v
~ c classifieds
r
must he paid by chcck.
celebrate and remember those
)e printed.
ruhscription prices outside the continen
tment requisitions and transfers will
who fought long and hard to
“Blackie’’ is a derogatory
e accepted for weekly and semester
rid the American vocabulary
ieds.
erm that should not be used
ices must be submitted in person o n , ginal Daih forms before 3 n.m. the dav, be6
of such terms. Yet, the editors
o
describe
acyone
or
ation. They may not be sent through the mail.-Notices appear every Tuesday a
of the Daily certainly thought
nything. Whether the
day, space permitting.
and Founds, which dre free of charge. appear with the classifieds and must be SI
nothing of printing this ad.
lassified was a joke or not
in person on the original Dai!v form.
What if the term had been
loes not matter. What matters
“nigger”? Would the editors
s that on this campus soDisplay Advertisements
m e may place a display advertisement with the DuQ.. All advertiscmenrs must
have allowed that? The terms
neone can publicly use a racist
.d by the Dai/j three business days before the insertion date. Advertisements recei\
are one and the same. Could it
erm in jest and get away with
iat deadline will not be published. Separate rates apply for national, local, and ca
be that they were ignorant of
vertisements. A surcharge will be applied to any advertisement requiring extens
t. We wonder what the results
tting or enlargements/reductions. Back page advertisements are available. but a
the connotations of the word?
vould have been had the term
rate and on a first-come, first-serve basis.
The job of an editor is,to
‘whitie” appeared. The same
P contact the business department for further information.
edit: to prepare a classified for
rincipals should apply.
’: the editors reserve the right to refuse any advertisement of a personal nature
presentation by arranging,
lacism is a thing that we all
m h l e taste.
revising, dubbing, and cutnust combat, and thus when
ting. One of the moral obligahis term appeared, it should
tions of an editor is to his
lot only have offended minoriDanny Buzzetta ............. .Accounting Manager

I

~~

readers: He/she should not
allow anything to be printed
that will be detrimental or
cause offense to others. If this
is not done, the reader has a
legal right to sue. It is a shame
that the Daily’s editors do not
feel these obligations for had
they, this term would not have
been printed. If this was a
mistake, then it’s a shame it
had to happen. If it was not,
then it only reaffirms the belief
that the Daily is inneficiently
run and confirms the fact that
racism is alive and well at
Tufts.
Anita Y. Griffey
Secretary, Jadi Umoja (the
Black Sophomore Class)
Leslie J. Keyes
Vice President, Jadi Umoja
(the Black Sophomore Class)

(Ed. Note: The classified
should not have run. It appeared through editorial oversight. The Daily apologizes for
the offensive content.)
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Ilie t‘erspextwes sectton IS 0 lorum lor serious ond
Y: ‘ c d cornmentortes on locol and not#onol~ssues.

Is ‘Black’ Ever an Adjective
by ARNOLD MADISON

KEE

I

In five or 10 minutes you
took a cursory glance at a mere
flyer and let snap judgement
light the fires of your explosion. “Black” in “Black
Sophomore Class” is an adjective modifying a group of people, which I do not see as
homogenous. For you,
“black” is not an adjective but
a powerful anti-white statement which is raising your
defenses. For you “black” is

a label which contravenes your
meaning of “colorblindness,”
a term never used by Dr.
King. For you, “black” is the
reason that our progress comes
so slowly. However, content of
character and disregard of
cultural background are two
different ideals. Colorful and
colorblind are two different
terms, two different ideals.
In my estimation, the obiective of this past two hundred
years of defiance was not to
change my name from n e w to

.

colored, from colored to black,
or to erase my name completely. Regardless of the name,
many of the same attitudes
have flaired once I say who I
am, Quod Erat Demonstrum.
The attitude of rejection has
done more harm than epithets
or changing first names.
In addition, a ceteris paribus
approach to comparing black
and white adjectives is unfair
and unrealistic. It is
understood
that
the
“American Top Forty”

reflects the musical desires of
the majority, while a separate
survey must be kept for
rhythm and blues. “White
rock group” is a double
positive while
“black
sophomore class” identifies a
group of people who are
vanishing from college campuses at a constant rate, and
yet by identifying that problem as a black student problem, your code of colorblind
ethics would be violated.
And so “black,” for me, is

!‘e;
n u s t be tvped. double-swced and occomwnied
by the author’s lull nome and phone numb&. The
deodline ts 4 p.m. Tuedoy lor that week’s sectton.
Publication is subjed lo the discretion of the editorial
hid.

an adjective I use to
distinguish myself from a
larger group, performing the
same function as the words
“senior” and “man.” Consequently “black” also connnects me to the primary source
of my identity, an african-american cultural heritage.
And if that adjective, serving
as my first name, offends you,
then you are not ready to accept all of me, beguiling the
total content of my character.

Generations.. .Growing Together
by SHAM SIMON
*

4

“I am an old woman now and
mture is cruel.”
‘Tis her jest to make old age
iook like a fool.
The body it crumbles, grace
and vigor depart.
There is stone where I once
had a heart.
But inside this old carcass a
young girl still dwells,
And now again my bittered
heart swells.
I remember the joys, I
remember the pain
And I’m loving and living l$e

over again.
I thing of the yean, all too
few, gone too fast.
And accept the stark fact that
nothing can last.
So open your eyes, open and
see
Not a crabbed old woman,
Look closer - see me!
-A
geriatric
patient in a hospital ward.
On Sunday, October 25,
987, I had the opportunity to
visit Revere House as chairperson of Tufts Hillel’s Generations program. This program

bridges the gap between the
young and aged in the community. Revere Hause is a
home for the aged on Revere
Beach. Often, a home for the
aged implies a depressing nursing home for the elderly who
are senile, confined to a
wheelchair, ill, and cranky.
Revere House is just the opposite. It is a home for about
500 fun-loving senior citizens.
The Revere House looks like a
small hotel both on the inside
and outside. It is much nicer
than any dorm on campus. All
the apartments in the building

have a kitchen, living room,
bedroom, bathroom, and a
beautiful view of the beach.
This complex is far from a
‘‘nursing home.”
When I arrived I was warmly welcomed by all the
residents. They were glad that
I came and wished more
students could have come.
They enjoy spending time with
members of the younger
generation. Because this home
is predominantly occupied by
Jewish residents the theme of
the program was the Jewish
holiday of Sukkot, the festival

of harvest. I talked about he
holiday and then handed out
food packages that had been
prepared a few days earlier. We
all sang songs that I and some
of the residents led. We all had
a lot of fun. Afterwards, I had
a chance to speak to the individual residents on a personal basis. I learned about life
as it was when they were my
age and in return I told them
about my life at Tufts. They
love sharing their experiences
and they love hearing about

see ELDERr v
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Meeting next Wednesday, Feb. 10th
in the Zamperelli Room
from 6:OOp.m. to 9:OOp.m.

Come meet Mac people.
Teach an old Macintosh
new tricks.
Find out about student
discounts on Mac products
with Business Land
and General Computer

Several Macs will be on hand to copy
public domain programs. Bring plenty of disks
for information call Rob at 625-5222
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In Celebration of Black History Month
THE AFRICAN AMERICAN CENTER
Presents a

Dance Concert

DONALD BYRD

THE GROUP
J.

Wednesday, February 10, 1988

8:OO p m .
Cohen Auditorium
Tufts University

i

DONALD BYRD
CLASS OF 1972
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Pop Culture from Hell:
A Story of PR Gone Awry
by JON NEWMAN and
STEPHEN CLAY

Embarrassing Things
About Living in Colorado
I don’t know, maybe I’m paranoid, or maybe the big media
people of the East Coast hate us. Or maybe we really suck. But
the things and people from Colorado that the rest of the country
manages to hear about are the source of a whole lot of embarrassment on the part of Coloradans.
I mean, it seems that everyone who comes out of Colorado to
make it big also ends up making a complete ass out of him or
herself. You don’t know what I’m talking about, do you? Here,
let me give you some examples so you can see what I mean.
John Hinckley - the looney-tune that shot the president of the
United States to impress Jody Foster is from Evergreen, Colorado,
a farily affluent suburb of Denver nestled in the foothills of the
Rockies. He was a source of embarrassment for quite a while in
Colorado.
But at least we could rest assured the Hinckley was a fluke and
it was unlikely for anyone like him to pop up again. Besides he
could have come from anywhere.
But just as this Hinckley business blew over, the head began
to James Watt - Remember this guy, that Marty Feldman-eyed
secretary of the interior who would have cleared out and reupholstered the entire country if he’d had his way; who would
have turned our nature reserves and national parks into coal mines
and oil fields; who had such anti-environmentalist policies and
who was so hated by the American public that even Reagan asked him to resign?
You’d expect him to come from some industrial town in northern New Jersey, West Virginia, Pennsylvania, or Ohio, or from
some overpopulated economic center like New York, Detroit, or
Chicago where the cost of living is so outrageowly high, the need
for more energy sources so clear, and the distance from open spaces
so great that one might forget about the splendor of the more rural
parts of the country, wouldn’t you?
You’d think that in the West we’d understand these things and
that we wouldn’t produce the kind of blight on America that the
attributes of men like Watt are made of. But Watt is from Colorado. I think he’s a native, in fact, born and bred at the foot
of the Rockies.
Watt wasn’t as easy to dismiss as Hinckley, because similar conservative attitudes were expressed by the family that leads one
of the most hated and despised companies in the world: He remaineda constant thorn in our side, a mark of shame on our state,
until he resigned.
Coos - These supporters of the Contras in Nicaragua and
the KKK in the United States have remained a frightening bastion of radical conservatism in Colorado for years. First Adolph
(as in a certain German politician during World War II), then his
predecessor, Joe (as in a certain Soviet politician during World
War II) have continued to take such hard-line policies against free
thought and liberal ideas that Henry Hampton - producer of
the documentary series Eyes on the Prize, a chronicle of the Civil
Rights movement - refused to accept a contribution from the
corporation.
And if that weren’t enough, the beer is disgusting!
Of course, the biggest shmuck from the West on everyone’s
mind these days is: Gary Hart - Thank God this former Colorado senator was humiliated last Monday in the Iowa Caucus.
He’s been embarrassing us in Colorado ever since he challenged
the Miami Herald and then didn’t have the brains to think that
they might take him up on it. Boy, what a putz!
Then, when we thought we were finally through with him, he
decided to re-enter the campaign, AAAAAHHHHHGGGGG!!!!!!!
We were so humiliated! At least we can gain solace from the fact
that he’s originally from Kansas, and he was a good senator.
Bronco Fans - They take their shirts off at games in the middle of blisteringly cold snow storms, they paint their houses
orange, they build snow sculptures, they draw huge orange lines
down major thoroughfares, they spend hundreds upon hundreds
of dollars on Super Bowl tickets, they put their season tickets in
their wills (and one of the only ways to get them is to inherit them),
AND IT DRAWS NATIONAL ATTENTION!!
Natural Disasters - Plane crashes, boulders falling on tour
buses, avalanches, and mongo huge snowstorms seem to be the

see EMBARRASS,
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include his resume (entitled
“Jacko at a Glance”). AccorThis story writes itself.
ding to the document, Jacko is
We get a lot of mail at the
a “six-foot-two, 245-pound
Daily office. A lot of it is press
outrageous
bundle
of
releases from national agenfootballer-boxer-rock star-TV
cies. A lot of it gets thrown
r e p o r t e r - a u t h o r - DJaway.
entrepreneur-movie starNot this.
celebrity-roof tiler.’ ’
It was a grey-fuchsia oversizRoof tiler?
ed envelope, from BursonOY.
Marsteller, a PR firm located
Let’s look at these bit by bit.
on East Wacker Drive in
The “six-foot-two, etc., etc.”
Chicago. It contained several
was born Mark Alexander
documents, the first a personal
Jackson in Melbourne,
Australia on August 30, 1959
to George and Francis
Jackson. He is one of six
children. The family, Jacko
says, “didn’t have two cents to
rub together.” George Jackson
is a roof tiler, and Jacko
originally followed his dad’s
footsteps into the business,
because he’s “not adverse to
hard yacker.” Yaker is unfortunately not included in the
abridged dictionary, but one
can assume it means work. Or
roof tiles.
But roof tiling was only the
“HOWdid I get this great ca- stqrt for young Jacko. His
resume lists him as the “Top
reer?”
Australian-rules
footballer.”
letter to Dairy Editor-in-Chief
For those who don’t know,
Jonathan Larsen. “Dear
Australian-rules football comJonathon (sic.),” it read, “OY
bines
football, soccer, and conMATE!”
ventional
warfare into a sport
It was from Jacko, the anwhich
is
played
without padnoying Australian blonde guy
ding.
And
Jacko
was the top
who sells batteries. He’s branplayer.
Is
that
why
his resume
ching out.
says he played for seven difOY.
There was more. A standard ferent teams in seven years?
Jacko notes that he was
press release was headlined,
known
as the “Clown Prince
“THE JACKO ATTACK.
of
Football.’’
A sort of
HANG ON!” It began: “Oy
Australian
Meadowlark
you media blokes!
Lemon. Jacko says he didn’t
“I’m Jacko.
mind
this nickname, because
“An’ ya mates are in fer a
he
holds
“the record as one of
grouse time!”
the
top
goal
kickers in the naCall us dumb, but we had no
idea what “grouse” means. tional league.” This is great
But it was all right, because PR writing. How could he
Jacko’s people were good personally hold a record for
enough to supply us with an the many “top goal kickers?”
English/Jacko’s dictionary, He can’t. He’s a journeyman
with two handy headings: also-ran. A sort of Australian
“When Jacko says...” grouse, Bob Uecker.
OY“...he means” good or
Okay, he was a boxer, too.
excellent.
The
resume says he is a “rankAnother press release followed
undefeated
Australian
ed: It read, “Fair dinkum, finheavyweight
boxer.”
How
ding your mit in a vise-like
grip and raucous ‘G’day many fights? In his personal
Mate!’ still ringing in your statement, Jacko describes his
ears.. .” Which means (thanks first fight against “fellow footo the dictionary): “It is ab- ty player Ronnie Andrews.”
solutely true that after shaking Jacko “squashed him, along
hands with the powerN Jacko, with every other opponent
you will experience great pain, since, giving me a 100 per cent
and his rousing ‘Good morn- record!’’ Again, how many
ing’ will be sure to echo fights? We sense one win, givthroughout your head for quite ing him a 100 per cent record,
some time.’’ The verb conjuga- and then maybe one otherfight.
tions may be wrong.
In the same year he launchOY.
ed
his boxing career, 1985, he
‘-I-’ZI-I’Q
people were sure to

also launched his singing
career. “I’m also a rock star,”
he announces, ‘‘and careful
not to call me a pop star,
mate.”
Okay, so this Aussie rocker
had two monster hits on the
Raw Prawn label in 1985:
“I’m an Individual” (“and I
meant it!” he adds) and the
follow-up, “My Brain Hurts.”
Musta been all the head-shots
he took in footy.
Jacko says the first song was
number three in Australia and

Now you can, too!”
got “some’’ airplay in Canada
and London.
He also made a “wacko (dictionary: ‘Hurrah! Great!
Good!’) video” for the song.
He toured a bit before releasing “My Brain Hurts.”
And then.. .well, nothing’s
listed. Rock stardom is
fleeting. But there’s hope,
because Jacko is “working on
me third hit record now.’’
That’s funny, only pop stars
know their records are going to
be hits before they’re made.
OYUnder the “Editorial
Endeavors” section of Jacko’s
resume are the following:
“Current affairs reporter for
Australian television station,”
and “author of top-selling
autobiography
entitled
‘Jacko’.’’
Author.
Autobiography.
OY.
It gets worse. “And if ya
want to see me six times bigger than I really am (and that’s
plenty big, mate), you can
catch me first feature-length
movie, ‘Jacko - The Mad
Movie,’ which is goin’ to start
filmin’ in December.” Anyone
want to start a pool for when
this movie hits cable? We have
January first.
But until Jacko starts his
magnum opus, he still has his
current job as “Energizer battery spokesman,” where he’s
known as .“power persee JACKO, page15
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~ D O N G MISS
T
OUT ON AN AMAZING JOB
OPPORTUNITY!!!

A
THIS SUMMER

- BE

A

RESIDENT

COUNSELOR!
'

A

* Would you.like to help learning disabled students (ages 12-18) have h n while they improve

I.

their reading and writing skills?
:3 Would you like to introduce American High School students to University life in New
England?

* Would you like to introduce international students to Boston - its sites, history and
culture?

* Would you like to lead sports activities, plan and run workshops, work with computers
and meet lots of interesting people of all ages?

A

Wednesday, February 10
Carmichael 2pm-8pm

I

I

TUFTS SUMMER LEARNING PROGRAM
AMERICAN STUDIES AND FOUNDATIONS O F COLLEGE WRITING PROGRAM
TUFTS SUMMER ENGLISH LANGUAGE PROGRAMS
FOCUS AT TUFTS

1

A

WE HAVE THE ANSWERS!!

If you missed our first informational meeting - DON'T DISPAIR!! There will be a second
informational meeting THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 1 1, 1988 at 730 p.m. in BARNUM
008. DON'T MISS OUT!! Questions? Call x3568 or 381-3568.

I

IA

bEONfiRD CARMlCHAElr SOCIETY

Give l3Cod

(or those in triples)

Here's Your Chance to
t n d the Year With a Bang!
Come to
the Freshman Class. Council Meeting Tonigh

(Feb 10th) 8pm Braker 1
We will discuss T-shirt designs

&
any ideas you bring
($$ prizes for best design
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Jazz Masters Define Their Terms
by CHRISTOPHER
M. ERNST
The five musicians on stage
at the Berklee Performance
Center Sunday night combine
to form a forceful fusion
group, and lived up to their
biling of J a z z Explosion
Superband..
Together on stage were Randy Brecker on trumpet,
Stanley Clarke on bass, Steve
Smith on durums, Allan
Holdsworth on guitar, and
Bernard Wright on piano and
synthesizer.
In approximately two hours,
this Superband gave a textbook
lesson on meanings of fusion,
jazz-rock, and free jazz.
One of the best pieces of the
night was a fusion version of
the be-bop standard “Goodbye Pork Pie Hat.” The tune,
written by the late bass player
Charlie Mingus, was introduced by Clarke and dedicated to
the great Jaco Pastorius who
was killed this past fall.
The band appeared to be
eager to play the piece and the
audience sensed the upcoming
surge in energy when Clarke
switched from the upright
electric bass he had been playing to a conventional electric
bass and began the tune by
repeating the opening riff from
the Joe Zawinul tune
“Birdland,” a riff that
Pastorious had made famous
when he was with Zawinul’s
group Weather Report.
Clarke then stated the

melody and began a frightfully good solo with passages that
were so fast and complex they
were reminiscent of Pastorius
at his best.
In addition to his brilliant
solo work, Clarke pushed the
group on this number with
amazing technical work.
Clarke handled the bass with
such mastery that it was almost
as if he were playing a regular
guitar. He even strummed
chords during this piece.
The other performers of the
group also had their chances to
display
their
talents.
Holdsworth played several
solos over the course of the
evening that were almost
beyond comprehension.
In each solo, Holdsworth
came up with several different
and interesting musical ideas
and he not only developed
them all thoroughly, but he
did so at incredibly quick tempos, often doubling the existing fast tempo.
Wright expressed himself
much the same way that
Holdsworth did, except
Wright did not execute his
developments as quickly as
Holdsworth did. Instead,
Wright played his ideas more
slowly and thoughtfully so the
audience could absorb all that
he was saying.
Steve Smith displayed his
talent through his backing of
the group rather than his solo.
Throughout the entire night,
his drumming was consistently pushing the band when it

~
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needed to be pushed, supporting the softer spots that needed support, and interacting
with the soloists when they
needed some directing.
Of the five musicians, only
Brecker failed to impress.
Brecker had his trumpet hooked up to a synthesizer to produce special effects but his use
of the syntehsizer was
misguided most of the night.
The only time it was used effectively was during a slow
feature where Brecker had set

it with enough echo and a
touch of reverb so that one was
reminded of Miles Davis.
For the rest of the night,
Brecker kept fiddling with the
buttons on the synthesizer and
the footswitch, rarely staying
with the same sound for any
duration, and soon lost any
sense of continuity.
Between the difference in
sound and all his adjusting of
the synthesizer, one began to
wish that he would simply
unhook it. It had become a

nuisance and it seriously
detracted
from
his
performance.
The Superband gave a very
engaging performance that
captivated the Berklee audience. The music flirted with
jazz-rock and free jazz from
time to time, showing how arbitrary the term fusion is.
More importantly, it showed what can happen when genuinely good musicians decide
to get together and have some
fun.

Cowboys and Indians
by JENNIFER CLARK
“Cowboys and Western
Landscapes,’ ’ currently showing at the Clarence Kennedy
Gallery in Cambridge, features
the work of New York-based
photographer
David
Levinthal .
Creating what is known as
“simulated imagery,’’ Levinthal photographs dollhousesized models and plastic
figures resembling people and
scenery of the old West.
Rather
than
using
photography for the mere
recording of visual events,
Levinthal attempts to create a
possible reality in-his photos
and scanamurals (paintings
from photos mechanically
sprayed on a canvas by a scanner). To achieve this, he uses
an out-of-focus approach. The
photos range in size from
2”42” prints to 20”424”.
Except for those in the
smallest series, the works successfully express Levinthal’s
ideas about the “historical
period of exploration, conquest, and settlement” in the
old West.
The reality he tries to create
is not very different from the
stereotypical notions of this
period; but Levinthal is not
trying to break the stereotypes
of the period; rather, he just
analyses how they affect people today.
Levinthal’s dioramas are
composed of images from
movie and television westerns.
These include scenes of
cowboy and Indian fights,
showdowns, cavalry charges,
and horses.
All the works are in color
usually
with
reddish
backgrounds.
Some
photographs are completely
blurred. Others have one or
two elements of the diorama in
clear focus. The more blurry

photos have a dreamlike quality that enhances the mystique
of the subject matter.
Each scene has a sense of
motion and tension. The
photos in which one element
(e.g., an ax, face, or gun) is in
clear focus are less realistic
than the blurred images since
th toy figures can clearly be
seen as plastic.
This technique has an intriguing quality to it; the
scenes seem posed, almost as
if Levinthal has frozen a moment in time in which the
photo was taken. Each focused component grabs the eye,
draws the viewer in, and allows
the whole image to linger.
One of Levinthal’s goals is
to examine the “cultural and
mythic history of the old Wet,
and its profound impact on the
way we think and conduct
ourselves as a people”
The extent to which images
of the days of “Cowboys and
Indians” affects us today is
questionable. One could say
we glorify that period as a time
of bold American achievement
with conquests on the plains of
the wild West and gains for the
American way of life. Today we
may feel pride and admiration
for those days.
However, Levinthal exaggerates the impact these emotions have on our conduct today. Most of Levinthal’s
figures are in an idealized action pose, charging forward,
raising an arm in victory, or
regarding the aftermaths of a
successful shootout.
This staging reflects some of
the glamorized conceptions of
this epoch. Its emphasis on
how stereotypes of the West influence people today is clearly
involved in Levinthal’s art,
however.
The degree to which a
viewer feels contemPorarY

society is influenced by the
lore of American aggression
during the frontier days determines how much one sees in
his art.
In the exhibit, a particularly unique photo depicts a
cowboy in full garb with his
back to the viewer. His raised
hand holds a gun pointing into a blurry background. Out of
this dark, blurry area shines a
white light signifying a firing
gun. The photo has energy
and tension in it, which appeals to the viewer because of
the risk and emotion it
implies.
Another noteworthy photo
shows an Indian and a frontiersman riding next to each
other into the foreground of
the photo. The Indian holds an
arrow high in his hand and appears to be just seconds from
piercing the other man. This
dynamism and empowered imagery is common to many of
the photos.
Only the miniature series
lacks this force because these
photos are too small to convey
the intensity of the larger
photos.
These examples are only two
in the multitude of Levinthal’s
outstanding photos. Levinthal
develops the myths and
realities in these photos of the
Western frontier using this
unique and successful medium
of the toy figures in close-up.
He enhances standard images
of the period in a credible and
compelling fashion.
T h e Clarence Kennedy
Gallery is located on 700 Main
Street in Cambridge near the
Central Square “T” stop. It is
opn from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Tuesdays through Saturdays,
and there is no admission
charge. The Levinthal exhibit
will be running until February
27.

Weekender: Watch for it!
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Announces...

$2.00 Luncheon Specials to go

Includes FREE COKE! Mon.-Fri.

a

and

FREE DELIVERY
5 3 0 pm - 11:OO pm
7DaysaWeek

I

625-9441
Authentic Canton

Minimumorder (8.00

Wednesday Wing Ding Special
Buy one small wings and get the second free. A
$7.25 value only $4.05. (Your choice of mild,
medium or suicidal. Celery and roquiefort
included)

For Delivery Call 623-8050
868 Broadway, near Powderhouse Rotary
“If there i s any better Tex-Mer :bod

in Somemille, w e have never been
able to find it”

The Somerville News

As WeU rs’klect
Wads

Sandwiches

719 Broadway, Somedk

TvpesTM

It Takes All

W

Imagine if the founding fathers had
been content with a rough draft of the
Constitution rather than
having it professionally
printed. Interpreting the
“letterof the law”would
have taken on a whole
new meaning.
Fortunately, a typeset document allows the reader to concentrate on your
message. Not your penmanship. Or your
typing ability. So you get noticed.
Whetherit’syourn%umb,atermpaper
orthesis, or invitations and fliers for Sat-

I

urday night’s fiat party, professional
typesetting can make the difference between a “yes” and a
‘‘no.” For a lot less than
you think In fact, considenng the importance
of your work, you
probably can’t afford
not to call us!
It Takes All Types.m
Right in your own backyard, just
around the comer from Tufts.Call for a
bmchure and rates that will make you
proud to sign your John Hancock!

We paint a
pretty picture.

--

I

call anvrimc

623-5404

-

-

Resumes from
$17.99 UntilApril 20

SOMERVILLE
HOUSE OF
1167 Broadway at Teele Square

ca.

creative
cuisine
1) Vegetarian Pizza

applications
for 1 9 ~
are
due

w

Discounts for
all Tufts
Organizations

with eggplant, mushrooms, &
tomatoes

2) Grecian Pizza
&
with
tomatoes
black olives, feta cheese,

3) Mexican Pizza
with jalepenos, hamburger, &
tomato

pick up forms ln .the dean’s office

666-8232
Collect 15 delivery stubs and get a large pizza FREE!
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Read the last line of this column first. Then begin.
Some of them are real. Some of them are fake. It’s up to you
to decide which ones are which. But anyway, here are my predictions for the year in sports, 1988.
Yankee owner George Steinbrenner, upon realizing that the
Yankees have virtually no chance of winning the American League
East, will make a startling statement in late July or early August.
“You’d think we would have learned our lesson by watching the
Red Sox during the late seventies and early eighties,” Steinbrenner says. “You simply can’t win in the game of baseball without
pitching, regardless of how stacked your lineup might be.”
Mike Tyson, the undisputed heavyweight champion of the
world, will win all seven of his scheduled fights during 1988,
regardless of who he fights, be it Evander Holyfield or Michael
Spinks. After the seventh and last fight, Tyson reveals that he
is not entirely human, because he is the illegitimate son of Steve
Austin, The Six Million Dollar Man. “I’m better than I was
before,’ ’ says a now-experienced Tyson. “Better, faster, stronger.’’
Stronger? Stronger.
Dominique Wilkins, Atlanta Hawks forward and the best
dunker in the NBA, reveals that he in fact has a twin sister and
that the children were confused at birth, explaining his somewhat
feminine name. “I could never exactly figure out why my parents
would name my sister Jake,” says Wilkins.
Celtic forward Kevin McHale, the best low post player in the
NBA, discloses the fact that he played Herman Munster in his
senior class show during high school.
The Mets, despite being the best team in baseball on paper,
win the East but do not win the National League pennant. New
York will lose the NLCS to Houston in Game Seven when Darryl Strawberry gets a late jump on a Kevin Bass routine fly, and
lets the ball pop out of his glove and onto the ground. Strawberry,
frustrated with himself (along with everybody else), then spikes
the ball on the Astrodome turf as Bass circles the bases for the
game-winning inside-the-park home run. “I was listening to my
Whitney Houston tape on my new mini-walkman,” says
Strawberry. “I didn’t hear the crack of the bat.”
Los Angeles Dodger and ex-Detroit Tiger Kirk Gibson reveals
that he and Don Johnson are, in fact, the same person.
Red Sox General Manager Lou Gorman, upon being asked that
the key factor was in bringing the Red Sox their first World Series
victory in 70 years, admits some shifty dealing. The Red Sox announce that Bob Stanley was never actually injured, and that he
was given monthly bonusses to stay away from Fenway Park and
the Red Sox. “It was something we felt we had to do,” says Gorman. “He hurt us on the field, at the ticket window, and even
at the concession stands because he kept stealing food. Something
had to be done.”
.-

University of Notre Dame point guard David Rivers states that
Kid Quick, on the video game “Punch Out,)’ was in fact based
on his character.
Mars Blackmon, the new spokesperson for the Air Jordan
sneaker by Nike, leaves no doubt as to who the best basketball
player in the NBA is. “Wanna know who the best basketball player
in the world is?” asks Blackmon. “Me.”
Quarterback John Elway of the Denver (0-3 in the Super Bowl)
Broncos is asked repeatedly about the size of his teeth before admitting that he indeed is one of the Osmonds. “Yeah, I have some
serious bridgework,” says the Duke. “Looks like I got Dad’s good
looks, but unfortunately I also got Donny’s and Marie’s teeth.”
The Pro Bowl will be boring.
The Astros will win the National League Pennant. The Blue
Jays will win the American League Pennant. The Red Sox will
win the World Series.
Wayne Gretzky will lead the NHL in scoring, or finish a close
second to Mario Lemieux.
Larry Bird will win the three-point contest.
There will be no repeat of the Miracle at Lake Placid.
The Celtics will win the NBA championship, like it or not.
The Cleveland Browns will win the Super Bowl against the San
Fransisco Forty-Niners.
When I need a column, I’ll make up something really weak.

Construction Could Start as
Early as Spring ‘88
continued from page 1
addition of an eight-lane synthetic track, new stands and a
general upgrading of Ellis
Oval.
While Carzo calls the drawings “tentative,” they call for
the eight-lane, 400-meter track
to have separate areas for the
high jump, weight throw,
javelin, and pole vault. Each
area will have the same surface
as the track and will be located
near the spectator stands.
T h e stands will be
reconstructed three feet off the
ground for better viewing, and
located outside the track. Between the new stands and the
track there will be an approximately 14-foot wide walkway
so that spectators may watch
activities on the field such as
lacrosse, soccer, and football
without stepping on the track.
According to Carzo, the proposed plans call for a series of
flood lights that will make
“recreational running” possible at night.
The latest figures show that
$575,000 has been pledged or
donated, along with what Carzo referred to as “a couple
hundred thousand dollars in
‘gift in kind’,”, which means
labor hours, materials, or
“hard gifts.” The facilities also
prove to be excellent naming
opportunities for the donors.
When asked why the
facilities were not completed
earlier, the athletic director
commmented, “just look at

-

[Monday’s]Daily. Our school
is funded by tuition, compared
to most schools, which are
funded by endowment.”
Car20 said that when it
comes to this type of facility,
Tufts is at “zero” on a scale
from one 10 lo- ‘‘Compared to
the other NESCAC teams,’’

fice. NOWthe trustees must approve them.
At this point in the project,
the next step, according to
Carzo, is to get estimates on
the plans.
Previously, the school
renovated facilities such as the

of an outdoor track which is in the works for the Spring of ‘89.
(Photo by Chris Stevens)
behind.” He cited the recent
til they were almost totally
completion of complexes at
inoperable.
Williams, among others.
The existing track, which is
The plans for new facilities
affectionately known by track
have been under discussion for
team members as “the beach,”
10 years, but it was not until
is used for workouts but not
this fall that the working plans
meets. Since the surface of the
were drawn by both Women’s
exisiting track is not comTrack coach Branwen King
parable to one used in comand Men’s coach Connie Putpetition it places Tufts’ athletes
nam. From there, the plans
at a disadvantage.
went through the Athletic
see TRACK page 15
Department and the dean’s of-

Men’s Hoop Upsets Keene St.
Vern Riddick and Kevin Blatchford scored all of Tufts’ points in overtime as the Jumbos upset
Division I1 Keene State, 106-103, in Cousens last night.
Blatchford hit a three-pointer with four seconds left in regulation to finish a 23-12 comeback (the
Jumbos had been down, 79-68, with 5:27 left) and tie the game at 91-91.
The sophomore guard, who had been ice cold throughout the game, then hit two straight threepointers to open the overtime (on his way to ten O T points) to give the Jumbos a lead they would
never relinquish.
Riddick, who added the other five points in the overtime period, led the Jumbos with 23 points
and 13 rebounds. Steve Siege1 had 11 assists.
The win raises the Jumbos’ record to 12-5, and raises their Division 11-111winning streak to
eight games.
Complete details in ~ O ~ O W O WDaily.
’S

Both pretty cold places.
But big things happen there.
So in honor of George’s birthday next Monday, com
out and watch Tufts hockey in their rematch against Curr
at 1 :30 p.m.
We’ll even get you there.
And back.
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Senate Poll Spring 1988
Fill in the Poll and Win one of two
$25 gift certificates f o r the
University Bookstore.

2 winners will be drawn from all
submitted polls returned by Wed
Feb 17th at 5:OOpm
L

Drop off Boxes located at
MacPhie,
Carmichael
Campus Center

or SEND

CAMPUS MAIL
Senate office
Campus Center
(in an envelope)

-
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QUESTIONS
>

1) M a t do you think the Senate should be doing for
the Tufts Community that it has not been doing in the
past?

2) Do you have any problems with the physical aspects
of your dormitory? Please give your dorm name and
the.floor you live on.
3) Would you be willing to increase the Health Fee for:
(a) more physicians/nurses on duty
(b) a dental clinic
4) Would you support a mandatory race awareness
class and workshop? (This class would likely be an
already existing class concerning topics such as racism,
homophobia, sexual preference, ethnicity, class etc.)

I

5) Would you be willing to increase the Student Activities Fee to allow more:
(a) lectures
(b)films
(e) organizations
(d) organizational luxuries
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HEAIJH & WEUNESS
TUFTS HEALTH EOUCNION PROGRAM
26 Yinthrop Street sxt.3559

Women’s Basketball

Jumbos Destroy Suffolk, 81-38
by KELLEY ALESSI

l4
by KELLEY ALESSI

i

Tonight the Women’s Basketball team will be travelling to
Chestnut Hill, where it will be playing against Pine Manor. The
last time the two teams faced each other, four of the eight Gators
had fouled out by the conclusion of the game (try and figure out
that one). However, Tufts did manage to pull out a 68-61 victory
behind a strong 25-point performance by junior co-captain
Teresa Allen.
Following the game, coach Sharon Dawley commented, “I
don’t like the type of game they [Pine Manor] play, because
someone could have been hurt, and the game could have gotten
out of hand.’’
So, it looks as if it may be back into the trenches for Tufts tonight. This season, the Jumbos will be looking to diffuse Karen
Cleary, who is averaging over thirty points a game for the Gators. In-addition, Pine Manor has a 6-2 center, who will pose a
serious threat to Tufts’ inside game.
In analyzing the upcoming game, Dawley stated, “It should
be a game. They can’t match us team-wise. They have two good
players, but I do not believe that two players make a team. ”
Poll Position: This week’s New England Division I11 coach’s
poll has been released, and once again, the Jumbos find themselves ranked ninth with 33 votes. Amherst, which is a top
NIAC rival at this juncture in the season, is still keeping pace
with Tufts, coming in a close tenth with a total of 30 votes.
Although Pine Manor was not ranked, they did receive some
votes.
Tourney Talk: With a current record of 11-3, the Jumbos are
sitting pretty in terms of post-season play. As of right now, it
appears that Tufts will have the opportunity to select whether
the team wants to play in the NIAC or ECAC tournament. Last
year, Tufts hosted the NIAC tournament. After defeating
Wheaton in the opening round with a come-from-behind overtime victory, the Jumbos beat Amherst in the finals for the
NIAC Crown. So playing in the NIACs would not only mean, in
all likelihood, a chance for Tufts to secure home-court play, but
also a chance to defend its crown. On the other hand, the ECAC
would probably present the Jumbos with a higher level of competition (including the likes of nationally-ranked Salem St. and
Clark) as would be expected for a slightly more prestigious tournament.
According to Dawley, the‘ decision will be made by the
players. A team meeting was scheduled for yesterday afternoon
in order to give the players an opportunity to discuss their options. Understandably, none of the members wished to hazzard
a guess as to which route the team would take. However, sophomore Tracey Kaufman explained the dilemna which is now
facing the squad, “It would be great to win the NIACs [especially if they are] at home, but the ECAC is also a great tournament,” and then added, “We’ll win either one.”
Injury Update: Freshman center Lynn Smith is still suffering
from two stress fractures. At this point in time, it looks as if the
Jumbos will have the services of their second leading rebounder
and one of the team’s leading scorers by the time playoffs roll
around. In addition, freshman Sarah Knowles, who is a back-up
center for Tufts, will be out of commission for ten days after
straining some ligaments. And as the old saying goes, bad things
happen in threes, as sophomore center Diane Hughes has been
plagued by migraine headaches. As a result, her time in the Suffolk game was extremely limited. At this point in time, she is
questionable for the Pine Manor game, according to Dawley.
Since Tufts will be going up against a 6-2 center in tonight’s
action, the Jumbos might experience a severe height disadvantage which will make the game closer than it would be under ordinary circumstances.
Sign 0’ the Times: In a time of great technological breakth-

see HOOP,
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Although Boxing is considered by many to be a
rather brutal sport, when a
person is definitely outmatched, the officials can stop a
fight. Even at the collegiate
level there are some sports
which allow an event to be
stopped when a team is incredibly outclassed.
For example, softball has a
15-run rule. Last year when
Tufts Softball team had piled
up a lead of greater than 15
runs by the fifth inning of
play against Suffolk, the
game was forfeited.
However, there is no such
provision in basketball. So
despite the fact that the Jumbos had piled up a 45-22 lead
by intermission, the Rams
were forced to play it out. By
the time the game clock had
expired, Tufts had an incredible 81-38 advantage.
Calling the victory decisive
would be an understatement.
It was downright ugly.
Junior co-captain Teresa
Allen, who ironically was also
the second baseman of the
Softball team, started things
off for Tufts with a set shot 34
seconds into the game.

Moira Connor drives to the
hoop despite against a weak
Suffolk team. (Photo by
Waldek Wajszczuk)
However, Suffolk managed
to give the Jumbos a little bit
of a scare when Ellen Crotty,
who led all scorers with
22-points (and also plays
softball), opened up the scoring for the Rams with a threepointer.
As a matter of fact, Suffolk
owned the lead.. .well.. . they
sort of borrowed it, with a 5-4
advantage at 16:34. Then Allen came up with another two
of her 14 points on a score off
the offensive glass, and there
was no looking back for
Tufts.
With 14:31 remaining in
the opening half, T u f t s

W o ~ e n ’ SBasketball history
was made. Sophomore Anne
Marie Treadup brought the
(no, that’s not
it). After taking a look around
and finding no One ‘pen,
Treadup put up a shot from

great. I think she was the
player of the
At this point in the game,
Tuftshad a 24-8 lead and the
only thing that Suffolk head
coach Joeseph Walsh could
do was scratch his head (later

Sophomore Tracey Kaufman ran off eight unanswered points
in the Jumbos’ thrashing of Suffolk. (Photo by Waldek
Wa j szczuk)
on in the game Walsh did
three-point land, right outside the top of the key, and
take an alternate course of acswish.
tion. However, his bantering
For the second consecutive
at the officials only resulted in
game, Treadup has taken ada technical foul).
Yet historically, Suffolk has
vantage of the newly enacted
been a team which provides
three-point rule and in doing
the bench with an opportunso has put her name in the reity to show just how deep
cord books. “I feel more
Tufts’ bench really is. The
comfortable [with the threegame also shows Dawley who
point shot],” admitted Treashe will be able to go to when
d u p . “Sharon [Dawley]
a starter is in foul trouble or if
makes us take them in practice; she wants us to take
there‘s an injury. This year
was no exception.
them [in games].”
And then, enter stage right,
There was no doubt among
coaches, players and spectathe Jumbos leading scorer of
the night, sophomore Tracey
tors tonight as to which
player had the opportunity to
Kaufman. The guard ran off
eight consecutive points for
shine - Moira Connor. On
Tufts in a span of 1:21. The
the evening, Connor scored
first one came on an offensive four points and had a hand in
four other baskets. Defenrebound. Then sophomore
Kristen Soucy, who came
sively, she made two steals
down with the defensive reand came up with three reb o u n d , connected with
bounds.
“Moira was phenomenal,”
Kaufman at the other end for
complimented Treadup.
what should have been six
“Moira was very compoints as opposed to two.
posed,” praised Dawley.
Co-captain Julie Bernell
“She played like someone
liked the play so much that
who had received a lot more
she converted a Suffolk turvarsity time. Lisa Shafer also
nover into a completed pass
played well. They are two
to Kaufman for still another
score. T h e Rams simply people we will need.”
Shafer certainly did her
could not keep pace with the
part for the Jumbos, contri5-8 guard from Silver Spring,
buting four points and five
MD.
steals to the team’s cause.
“There was no real presNot to mention the 10 points
sure,” reported Kaufman. “I
felt relaxed. They [Suffolk] and team high eight rbounds
were really worried about
that Alana Arangio handed in
some of our other players,
for Tufts. With three centers
and I think they just forgot
currently injured Arangio will
about me.”
have a big part to play in
However, coach Sharon Tufts’ upcoming games. In
Dawley was not as hesistant
addition, several members of
the team played who had
as Kaufman in assessing her
performance. “Tracey was see BLOWOUT, page 17
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ELDERLY
continued from page 5

our generation. It makes them
feel young again.
I had such a great time that

when the program was over I
had trouble leaving. I wanted
to continue talking to and get-

ting to know the residents.
Overall, it was an educational
and satisfying experience.

The smiles on their fac&
were enough to convince me to
return. A verbal invitation

slice your finger) - sent to the

was sent to us as an advance,
because “Me mates and I are
in the process of starting the
Jacko Fan Club on college
campuses all over your
beautiful country.’’
Jacko and his people, (let’s
not keep them nameless)
Frank Dietrich, Andra
Boliker, and Chris George, are
hoping for a “Jacko LookAlike Contest” to be run
through the paper. Any takers?
After all, jacko is “a smash
with college students all over
the country.”
OYJacko promises that the first
200 entrants will receive the
Jacko Fan Club Kit: a Jacko
mask, a Jacko poster, a Jacko
button, and, of course, some

Energizer batteries. The winner of the contest will receive
a cash prize (amount “to be
determined”) and a chance to
meet Jacko himself backstage
at the Tufts stop of the
MTVEnergizer Rock ’n’ Roll
Challenge.

wasn’t needed.

JACK0
continued from page 5
sonified.” So we can all look
forward to seeing 01’ Jacko on
television for some time to
come.
OYOne more thing: Jacko’s
resume lists that his ambition
is “To become the first
Australian president of the
United States.” Well, the Constitution prohibits this sort of
thing. And thank God.
So why was all this informative Jacko material - complete with a picture of Jacko:
and his logo (“Jacko: He’ll !
surprise ya!!” - the ’0’ has a ’
buzz-cut) on the cover sheet of
every packet; a black and
white glossy of Jacko; and a
Jacko mask (complete with
buzz-cut hair - YOU could

Daily?
Well, as with all modern
evil, MTV is involved.
In Jacko’s personal letter to
Jonathan (it’s signed in real
ink!), he explains that
Energizer has hooked up with
MTV
for
the
“EnergizedMTV Rock ’n’
Roll Challenge.”
It’s happening in America.
It’s happening at Tufts.

OY.
He’s already been in New
York. He’s supposedly sweeping “the U. s. like a tornado in
a city-to-city tour: what he
leaves in his wake will never be
the same again.”
He’s coming to Tufts on
March 10. The press packet

OY-

There is perhaps no better
symbol for MTV and its
faithful audience than a
brainless selling machine
created more out of market
research than flesh and blood.
We’d like to add a word to
the EnglishjJacko dictionary.
The word is “Whore’’ - someone who sells out his or her
body and soul, willing to be
used shamelessly in the pursuit of monetary gain. Jacko is

a whore. Frank, Andra and
Chris are his pimps.
Mark Alexander Jackson
isn’t Jacko. Mark Jackson is
probably an unemployed
athlete, fortunate enough to
audition when Energizer came
to Austalia looking for a Pad
Hogan knockoff. He was
lucky enough to fit into Jacko’s
clothes, like Greg Brady getting into the band because he
fit the suit. And in this new
pop culture from hell, Jacko is
the devil.
So welcome to America,
Jacko. It’s yours for the taking.
OY.

EMBARRASS
continued from page 5

only events in Colorado (other
then the escapades of the idiots
mentioned above) that receive
any attention in the East.

Personally, I think it’s a conspiracy. For whatever reason,
the media of the East simply
don’t like us, and into...in-

to...well, I don’t know what
exactly their trying to do, but
it’s something obnoxious, and
I’m not going to stand for it!

an additional factor in holding
the class here. The students
will arrive “a little early” to
the lecture, to be held from 4-5
p.m., to take care of “administrative action,” Taylor
said.
In general, Taylor said Navy
R O n : takes advantage of
“high powered professors” for
its lecture series, which consists of topics like the military
code of conduct. “We try to
get as much diversification in
our lectures as possible, not
just military topics,” he said.
“If for any reaspn there is a

protest [today],’’ said freshman
cadet Julie Galante, “we’ll act
as professional as we would in
any other circumstances.”
In September, 35 protestors,
including TPAC members,
protested when helicopters
landed on Ellis Oval, returning ROTC Army cadets from
weekend exercises. The protestors said at the time that the
exercise represented a
resurgence of militarism on
campus, which was denied by
ROTC officials.

Of course, I can’t think of
much else to mention about
Colorado that would be of interest to the East, except that

a lot of people ski there, but
I’ll work on it.

ROTC

continued from page 1
science course for freshman
cadets was held here “a few
years ago’’ due to a large
number of students.
Tufts President Jean Mayer
said last night he sees “no problem” with the ROTC class
being held here. “I do not
think it’s against anything,” he
said.
“It is not in any way the first
step to bringing R(TTC back to
campus,” Mayer added.
The seminar will be given
by a Fletcher School of Law
and Diplomacy professor on
US-Soviet relations, which was

TRACK
continued from page 9
Along with the increased
performace of athletes, Putnam said that the biggest
changes with the addition of

the track will be that “Tufts
will be able to hold home
meets.” Putnam quickly added that althought the track

would be a “fantastic addition”, it “is not magical. It will
take hard work by the coaches
and athletes.”

WOTORW
IMPORT REPAIR
SPECIALISTS
State inspection
*AAA Approved Auto Repair
Tires, brakes, alignments
Dealership level service
0

STUDY IN EUROPE

The University of Louvain (est. 14251, Leuven, Belguim offers

Complete programmes in Philosophy for the
degrees of B.A., M.A., and Ph.D plus
a junior year abroad programme ++bAll courses are in English
Tuition is 14,500 Belgium Franks ( f S250)
Write to:

Secretary English Programmes
Kardinaal Mercierplem 2. B.3ooo Leuven, Belgium
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38 HARVARD AVE
follow Boston Ave. ‘/4 mile past Rt. 16,
right onto Harvard Ave.

D

,488-3800
CHECK CLASSIFIEDS FOR ALL OUR SERVICES
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LUNCH

-

Minestrone Soup w / Oysterettes
Cream of Mushroom Soup w / Crackers
French Bread Pizza: Plain Cheese o r Fepperani
Grilled Reuben
Shaved Ham Sandwich - Seafood Salad Sandwich
Tuna Salad Sandwich or Flaked Tuna
A s s t . Peli Rolls, Breads and Syrian Bread
Sliced American, S w i z i s ar;d Provolone Cheese
Cauliflower - Potato Chips
Tropical Apple Coconut Cake
Assorted Jello - Soft Serve

Jamaican Pepperot Soup
Barbecued Pork Spareribs
Southern Fried Chicken
V M Red Bean5 and Rice
Black-Eyed Peas - Fresh Kale
Creamed Corn
Whipped Sweet P a t a t c e s
Raisin and Almond Rice or Steamed Rice
Drop Biscuits
Southern Corn Bread
Rum Cake - Pecan Pie

-

-

SALAD BUFFET

HODGDON DINNER MENU

-'

-

PRIMAVERA CAFE
Beverages:
(Code:

VM

Tea

-

-

Coffee

-

Milk

-

Vegetarian Meatless)

S k i m M i l k -,Asst. Fruit Juices

-

Hot Chocolate
(4)
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continuedfrom page 1
pledge it the following semester.
Zeta Psi would have to invite the students down and
could not advertise any of
these invitations as rush
events.
Treasurer Andy Cohen
then proposed a one-week
break between rush period
and the handing out of bids,
giving prospective pledges

THE TUFTS DAILY

;ime to choose between the
houses. The amendment was
unanimously accepted, clearing the way for the passing of
the constitution.
Zeta Psi is pleased with the
compromise solution and the
new constitution, Zeta Psi
IGC representative Scott
Damiani said yesterday.
“We are very happy with
the compromise. We feel that
the [unifiedlrush will benefit

the Greek system overall,”
Damiani said.
The constitution dissolves
the IGC and creates the InterFraternity CouncilPan-Hellenic Association.
T h e IGC also adopted
several changes in the proposed constitution that Vice
President of Operations David Moffatt suggested in a letter to Rockett.
Moffatt had been asked to

LINK

continued from page 1
tory of the nuclear arms race
using parallel syllabi and the
satellite link, the first interactive television exchange between American and Soviet
students.
“As many newspaper articles have noted, this [link] is
really a reflection
of.. .glasnost,” Sherwin said.
“When they [Soviets]
received the press clippings,
it was clear to them it is seen
as a major event in the US.
“To cancel [the link] would
have deep political significance, opposing glasnost,” he
continued, noting that “that
was never their intention.”
The “space bridges” are
now scheduled for March 5,
April 9 and April 30, and will
focus on the origins of the nu-

clear arms race, the Cuban
Missile Crisis and strategic
stability, respectively. The
Tufts end of the link will be
televised from the auditorium
of the Arthur M. Sackler
Center for Health Communications in Boston.
T h e exchange will be
broadcast on Soviet television. In addition, Public
Broadcasting System stations,
including WGBX-TV, channel 44, Boston, are scheduled
to broadcast the second and
third links live. Sherwin must
still work out the telecast of
the first hook-up with PBS
officials.
Panelists expected to be
part of the “space bridges”
include Nobel Prize-winning
physicist Andrei Sakharov,

former Soviet Ambassador
Anatoly Dobrynin and former Soviet Foreign Minister
Andrei Gromyko. Sherwin
cautioned, however, “Until
the TV goes on I’m not sure
exactly who will be there.”
Sherwin said of the reinstatement of the link: “I’m
very pleased. I’m glad I went
[to Moscow]. It was the right
thing to do. As I suspected,
what was necessary was to
make clear how far along we
are. ”
“We are thrilled and delighted that it’s going to happen,” said Director of Communications Rosemarie Van
Camp. She noted several
media organizations have
contacted her about the
“space bridges.” j

BLOWOUT
continued from page 13
never received varsity time
before. L i n d a Zemaitis
scored her first points for the
brown and blue on two free
throws with 6:49 to play in
the game.
I n the final minutes,
Sharon Hughes sank a shot
on an offensive rebound, and
Bobbie Gingras did the same
with only :29 seconds to play.
Although Jessica Roberts
didn’t take a shot while in the
game, she goes down in the
scorebook for coming up with
a defensive rebound.
So as the game clock expired, all members of the
Jumbos squad were present
and accounted for.

But does a blowout of this
sort really do anything for a
team? “It gets us pumped up,
and it’s good because it gives
everyone a chance to play,”
informed sophomore Kristen
Soucy.
As the Jumbos (11-3) head
into tonight’s game against
Pine Manor, the plan of attack will be as follows:
“We’ll do the same as we’ve
been doing,” reported Treadup. “I think we’re on a
roll.’’
It certainly looks that way.
5-3-1 Awards
5-Tracey Kaufman
3-Moira Connor
1-Teresa Allen

Page seventeen
serve as Greek advisor, a liaison between the Greek
system and the administration. However, Moffatt suggested that the IGC approach
a faculty member.
Moffatt suggested the removal of Section VI of Article
VI, which stated that if any
organization other than
IFCPA suspends a house,
the Judicial Board of the
IFCPA would have to approve it for the action to be
valid.
Rockett explained that the
administration would strike
that clause because it would
deny the universky the power
to suspend a fraternity. He
said that the IFCPA authority over its own houses is
covered by other sections.
The Judicial Board would
be expanded from seven to
nine members. Previously,
the five members of the exe-

K
T
’

cutive board, the PanHellenic Council President,
and the Greek advisor made
up the board. Two more
members were added last
night.
Rockett said that he would
prefer them to be a sorority
representative and the representative of fraternity that
does not have a house. The
change is intended to give
more equitable representation
to sororities and to ensure the
equal status of fraternities
without houses, which had
been a concern.
The constitution will be reviewed by the Ad-Hoc Committee on Fraternities and
Sororities on February 18. If
t h e Ad-Hoc Committee
amends it, it will return to the
IGC for approval. After the
two organizations settle on a
final draft, it will be sent to
the Committee on Student
Life for ratification.

TO
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TLfts University
BSlMSlPhD Candidates -join some of the nation’s
most respected and inventive people at developing innovative and fascinating new technologies As a
leading hands-on “working laboratory” in Technology
Square, we offer a unique environment for your career
to grow and develop Positions are currently available
for candidates in Electrical Engineering, Mechanical
Engineering, and Computer Science in the following
areas
Control Systems Design *Software
CornputerlAvionics
Development
AutomationlAl
Systems
SimulationlModeling
*Computer
Guidance & Navigation
Architecture
AnaloglDigital Design
*Digital Systems
Communications
*Dynamic Systems
Test Engineering
We employ over 2000 people. If you are looking for a competitive salary, an outstanding
benefits package including tuition reimbursement and a state-of-the-art professional
challenge, we want to talk to you.

“GUIDANCE FOR TOMORROW ”
Videotape of Draper Laboratory
available at your placement office.
We are an equal opportunitylaffirmative action
employer, MIF. US. Citizenship is required.

HOOP
:ontinued from page 13
roughs, it is certainly easy to comprehend why the scoreboard in
Cousens keeps breaking down. Although it appeared that the
light for the visitor’s score had been fixed, once again, the Jumbos had to make due with the manual score for the game against
Suffolk. Despite the fact that the the 100-point book was on
hand, if the Rams had scrimmaged themselves the old 50-pointer would have sufficed.
Shooting Spree: Sophomore Anne Marie Treadup has now hit
three- point shots in two consecutive games which is a Tufts
Women’s Basketball record. Despite the fact that this may not
seem like a landmark, the Jumbos only adopted the three-point
shot as of the 1987-88 season.

555 Technology Square
Cambridge, MA 02139
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Toniaht - 7 PM
Curt s Lounge

Representatives from all campaigns sponsored
by Tufts Democrats.

Wednesday, February 10,1988

Servaces
Pizza and Conversation
bfts Unitarian-Universalists
nvite you for pizza and
iscussion Wednesday 7:30
lm in the Chapel. We will
iscuss possible activities for
he semester.

i

Qping Service
’rofessionally typed papers,
heses, applicatons, resumes,
;raduate/Faculty projects,
ape transcription, etc. on
BM. Ten years typing for
rufts students. Reasonable
Ltes. Five minutes From
rufts. Call 395-5921. Ask for
.ran.

A

Housing

8

***Sublet Apartment***
1-4 spots available in gorgeous
;%-room
apartment
:onveniently located on
:onwell Ave. Fully carpeted,
iardwood kitchen floor,
washer & dryer, pool table,
Iriveway. Fully applianced,
ind couch & waterbed, too!
Ivailable April 1-Aug. 31.
b1350./mo. Call 628-6235.

i’

Housing Available
6 people going abroad Spring
semester ‘89 looking for
another group of 6 wanting
housing. If you want to share
a lease, call 625-5024 or
628-9149. Combinations of 3
and 3 in the same house
possible.

THE TUFTS DAILY

SUB-LET WANTED
for April, 1988 (pref. March
28 to May 7) and/or MayAugust,1989. Academic family
(2 adults, 1 child) wish to rent
modest accommodation in
,Greater Boston. Also, could
exchange - or rent/let
separately - small London
garden apartment. Leave
message at (617) 358-7238
(evenings). Or write directly to
Herb Blumberg, 71 Harvist
Rd., London NW6 6EX,
England (tel. 1-44-1-969-0017,
includes answering machine).

Experience Election ‘88
Join the Students for Simon
campaign as we prepare for the
final week of canvassing in
New Hampshire. Learn every
aspect of campaigning. It’s a
lot of fun and a lot of work.
Call Adam 623-3452 today.
Experienced babysitter
wanted to care for 18 mo. old
boy in our home, Mon. 7-3
and Fri. 8-1. Near Davis Sq.
628-3727 eves.

Camp Counselors!
Undergrads, grads, profsstop paying rent!!! Invest in
this beaut 2/3 BR condo.
Minutes to Tufts. Sparkling
hardwood floors, modern
kitchen & bathroom. Own
garage & laundry too!
$104,900. Chip 729-6158.

Wanted
Earn $480 plus weekly.
Industrial project, Incentives,
Bonus offer. Work at home.
Rush stamped self addressed
envelope to United Service of
America 24307 Magic Mtn
Parkway Suite 306 Valencia,
CA 91355.

Models Search
International model scouts
looking for new models to
work in major agencies locally
and worldwide. Earn top $.
Full/Part time. Malememale.
No experience necessary. For
more info call 353-0010
(Boston).

Retail sales help wanted
’p/t or f/t), 2 blocks from Harjard Square “T” stop.
Women’s sportswear &
Iresses. Experience preferred.
4pply in person at: Clothware,
52 Brattle Street, Cambridge.
Tel. 661-6441. Ask for store
manager.

Come work for an accredited,
3-camp organization in the
Poconos Mountains of PA.
Positions are available in Tennis, Archery, Waterfront
(WSI), Dramatics, Office Administration, Computers,
Radio, Arts & Crafts, Nature,
Athletics,
Jewelry,
Photography, Dance, Wrestling, Adventure/Challenge
Courses, Cooking, Filmmaking, Camp Drivers (21 or
over). Season: 6/24-8/20. Call
1-800-533-CAMP
(215-887-9700in PA) or write:
407 Benson East, Jenkintown,
PA, 19046.

excellent references, at least 10
daytimedweek available, and
want to earn $5-7hr. babysitting, Parents in a Pinch has the
perfect part-time/fd-time job
for you! Call Toy at 739-5437.

Ride Needed - Stratton Mtn
This weekend. Will share
expenses. Call 666-9246.

I’m looking for a
Serious Biker to go crosscountry this summer. You
must be in shape (75-100
mi/day), interestng and super
psyched for the trip of a
lifetime. Please call Dave at
776-3868. Don’t make me go
alone, I’ll bore myself to
death.

Ride Needed - NYC
Going to NYC, Fri, Feb 12,
after 12PMZ I’d be great
company plus share.tolls, gas.
Brooklyn, Manhattan ideal or
any place close. Call Debbie
391-7606 or 395-9548.

Pen pals desperately wanted
I am serving a life sentence

to Northern New Jersey this
weekend call Avram 623-5411

Ride Needed

here at Florida State Prison. I
have no friends or family and
am seeking contact with the
outside world via correspondence. Steve Purrier
032951 PO BOX 747, N-2-S-17
Starke, F L 32091.

Rides
If you love kids
and they love you and you have

Ride needed to Penn State
(or anywhere mildly close.) I
can leave Thursday or Friday.
Please call 628-5268!

Ride wanted
Anyone going to Syracuse for
the long (Sting Concert)
weekend (Feb. 11 or 12-15)?I
need a ride! Plesae call
776-2083.

Ride needed to New Haven
on Friday the 12th or Saturday
the 13th. Please call Anne at
666-4699. Thanks!

Ride wanted to Amherst, MA
Feb 12,13, or 14 will share all
expenses. Will settle for Spring
Field or North Hampton. Call
Susan 396-9475 or Bridget
628-1115

Ride needed to Syracuse
this weekend. Please call
776-2083.

ADMISSIONS FELLOWSHIPS
The Office of Undergraduate Admissions announces the establishment of three positions for Tufts students who will be either juniors
or seniors during the 1988-1989 academic year. These are nine-month experiences beginning July I , 1988. They will be full-time
positions during July and August, and part-time during the academic year. The primary responsibility will be assisiting in the recruitment
and enrollment of Black, Hispanic, and Asian students. Other responsibilities include facilitating student involvement thru SCOPE
(Students of Color Overnight Program) and other activities, participating in college information programs, interviewing prospective
students and conducting research.
Candidates must have good communication skills, organizational skills, leadership skills, and relate well with students, parents, alumni,
and university constituencies. Candidates should be doing well academically and have experience working with people of color.
Applications for these positions are available in the Office of Undergraduate Admissions and must be returned by Tuesday, March 1 .
Tufts University is an equal opportunity/affirmative action employer.
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Services

Superior Quality
word Processing
TechnicaVNon-technical.IBM
PC, letter-quality laser
printing. Papers, theses,
resumes, letters. Davis Sq.
location. For rates and
prompt,
reliable,
GUARANTEED service, call
Stuart Stephens, 628-6547.

Word Rocessing
CMT Word Processing
Services will enter your
documents through our IBM
computer, print text out letter
quality. Free on-campus
delivery. 24-hour service.
available. $1.8O/ss and
$1.5O/ds. CallCheranytimeat
628-5439 or 776-6004.
Overseas Motors
Auto repair at ITS BEST at
OVERSEAS M(TTORS, just
minutes from campus off
Boston Ave. in W. Medford.
AAA appro& Auto Repair.
Prepurchase inspections,
Mass. State Inspections,
diagnostidiport specialists,
tuneups, oil changes, brakes,
tires, and alignment. Collision
work, glass replacement,
Chapman locks, security,
stereo installations and
insurance
work.
Call
488-3800.

Prof. Word Processing
Services - located in
Somerville
Will type reports, theses and
resumes. Rates - $2.50 d.s.,
$3.50 S.S. Revisions adjusted
accordingly. Call CWS and ask
for Terry/Kim at 625-5621 or
Kim at 776-3992.

-

Laser-typeset resumes
$15; papers only $2.25 per
page. Free on-campus delivery
and quick turnaround.
GENERIC Word Processing
Service 246-3700. Quality
word processing at a
GENERIC price.

-

Tech Word Rocessing
Service - serving the Tufts
community for four years.
Theses, resumes, letters,
letter-quality. $16.00h., 6-8
double-spaced pages per hour
(depending
upon
handwriting). Call Rochelle at
396-3723
for
further
information.
Qpe

Laser Sound
Presents the $99 DJ SPECIAL
Dance to a wide e e t y of pop,
rock, and progressive cuts.
(most from compact disc).
Prices for standard 9PM-1AM
on-campus events: $99 for DJ,
$35 for sound equipment, $30
for optional timed lighting
show. To have the best
entertainment at your next
party, contact Jim Coate at
776-6475 or x2952.

TYPING SERVICE
Theses, manuscripts, term
papers, reports, resumes,
cover letters, personalized
letters, envelopes, and general
typing. Quick service and
reasonable rates. Call Pat at
492-2744.
June’s w i g Service
Thesis - Reports - Resumes
- Coverletters- Legal Briefs
- Memos - Correspondence.
32 1-7293.

I

Macintosh Laser Printing
Use our Macintoshes, IBMs
and laser printers for your
resumes, coverletters, and
papers. Use our computersby
the hour or just print from
your own disk. Our helpful
staffgets you going fast. Laser
Designs, 1430 Massachusetts
Avenue, 2nd floor, Harvard
Square, (617) 868-0222.
Green Cab Medford
396-4040. Clean, Courteous,
Reliable Service. Reservations
accepted. A Personal Touch.
396-4040.

WordpmcessingnPpig
AS YOU LIKE IT. Free pickup and delivery. Student
special $2.25 per page. Fast
service, foreign languages, and
more. Call ALPHA MEDIA
SERVICES, 628-4711.

ltavel Agency Representative
on campus. Finally you can
get
all
your
travel
arrangements done ON
CAMPUS for no additional
fee. Whether you need tickets
to New York or you want to
plan a whole vacation - I can
help. Call anytime and leave a
message. 625-4244.
Free membership at Duke’s
Video, 285 Boston Ave.,
Medford. Every Wednesday is
lbfts day - $1.50 a movie.
Over 1,OOO titles to pick from.
Adult movies, new releases.
Tel. 391-1738. Come in and
visit us.

AIESEC meetings
are on Mondays every week at
7:30 p.m. Please come by the
office, room 212 in the
Campus Center, for further
information on committee
meetings.

Dr. Mohammed Galal,
Counselor of the Permanent
Mission to Egypt and Itzak
Oren, Counsel of the Israeli
Consulate in Boston: “Conflict
and Resolution in the Middle
East - The Palestinian
Question and Diplomacy in
the Middle East.” Presented
by Boston University Students
for Israel on Feb. 11, 1988 at
6 0 0 p.m. Morse Auditorium,
602 Commonwealth Ave.,
Boston. Admission $3.
Bollo’s DJ Service
Offering the latest in sound
technology- 400 watts of fun.
Newly integrated compact disk
system. Flexible rates. Flexible
hours. Plan ahead now,
discounts are available for
advanced reservations and
multiple bookings. Call Boll0
at 628-4291

The Processed Word
Professional
word
processingltyping service
offering: resumes, cover
letters, laser printing, tape
transcription, reports, theses,
and dissertations. Notary
Public. FREE on campus
pick-up and delivery.
Reasonable rates. For prompt
and accurate service, CALL
JANICE 395-0004.

IT TAKES ALL TYPES
(TM) Typesetting and design
you can afford. Laserprinted
resume with 10 quality copies
from $17.99 (until 4/20).
Attractive theses, invitations,
and fliers at the most
Rasonable rates! hprove your
professional image and get the
edge on your competition. Call
anytime 623-5404.
Vacation Alternatives!!
Coed bicycle tours-Colorado
Rockies, Spring, Summer,
1988. Meet students from
across the US! Whitewater
rafting, jeeping, food and
lodging included. Plus
complete van support for your
baggage - you ride carefree.
College Cycle Tours (313)
357-1370
Professional Term Papers
How would you like your term
paper to look Professional?
*Done on state of art word
processing equipment
*Printed on laser printer
“$3.00 per page. For more
info, call Dalene Games at
391-1543 after 5:OO pm

Word Processing
Typing Services. Resumes and
cover letters, reports,
correspondence, etc. - all
professionally done at
reasonable rates. BA in
English - proof reading
assistance available. Call
Nancy at 666-4266.
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For Sale
Futons For Sale
(Direct from factory)
8 inches thick
Full cotton $89
Full cotton foam $119
Free delivery. Other s k and
styles available. Call 629-2802
or 629-2339
Connection
Returning to Tufts for its 5th
year, featuring all models of all
major stereo brands at
Significantly Discounted
Prices. We sell receivers, CD
players, tape decks, loud
speakers, separates and more
at considerable lower prices
than any area retail store.
Maxell XL-11’s now only
$1.89 each. Call Andy now at
628-9214 for full product and
price information. The Audio
Connection!
8-Foot Message
Banners For Sale
They make a great Birthday
Present. Use them to
announce parties or events.
Any messagve possible. Six
Colors available and lots of
graphics possible. Free
delivery in Tufts. Each banner
only $4.99. Call 623-2981.
Leave a message
Quantus

David Rothenstein:
Well tomorrow’s the big day.
I’ll see you at 7: 15 (yes, that’s
am) for aerobics in Hill Hall.
But I do have a heart, the three
mile jog afterwards is optional.
Where’s the Duke when you
need him. We’re going to have
fun!! Kelley
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BLOOM COUNTY
By GARY LARSON
1

Megan,
Thanks for taking me
Ziggy’s. Between the coff
. and conversation, good musi
I had a great time, let’s do
again sometime soon.
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Surprise
Happy Sday Sandy! We knc
you doti’t Rally like birthda)
but we wanted to wish you
happy one anyway. Have
great one Enjoy! love yo1

Valerie, Molly, Bri, Brian, &
Dan: Thanks so much for a
great surprise party! It’s been
the most awesome birthday
ever! You’re the Best!
Love, Alison

roomies,

Julie and Can

h

ACROSS
Slbllngs: abbr.
Ailing
Speeds
Bangkok
Mrs.
Chaplln
resident
Clear a tape
Seth’s dad
Orlent
Scene
Outlaw
Annoy
Cap
Spotless
Kin
FIB. Indian
Fragrance
Incline
Stream: abbr.

33
34
35 Oueue
36 World Serles
winners
37 Church part
38 Permlt
39 Gllstenlng
40 A Fonda
41 “- Beauty”
43 Ouarrelsome
women
44 Respiratory
organ
45 Picnic pest
46 Comment
49 Place for a

swlng
b
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The Daily Commuter Puzzle
9
14
15
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To Stephen and Jeff
(the EMTs), Isabelle, Ma1
Kim, Cath, Maragret ai
Jared,thanks for all your he1
I’ll always remember as mu,
as I can.
r-me
P.S. We made it into the D J~ I

J.

SCRAMBLED
t
! WORD
A OIMET

(Answerstamanodj
Jumbles: BEFIT MUSTY VACUUM EXHALE
Answer: what the I.R.S. called that new levy an
hlichhlkers-THE THUMB ‘TAX”

Brian Happy 21st. Does this me
I’m legal too? And remembc
-nothing less than excellenc
Dav

To Dawn, Jen, Nina, Lysa
(wla y), Lisa (wla K), Allison,

For Sale:
3 1/2 foot high refridgerator.
Holds three cases. In great
shape. $55. Call 623-7154.

“EXXXIEl”I

Dear Fotis Happy Happy 21st BLthday
Coagatulations!! You better
least read this! I’m sick of pi
ting in personals that y
don’t read!! Have Fun! I la
you!! h,
Melissa

Personals

IBM software. Quantus XT
Style - WK, turbo spd,
floppy drv, monitor, 20 meg
hard drive, & more - $900.
AT Style - 1 MEG internal
mem, turbo spd, 1.2 MEG
floppy drv, monitor, 40 MEG
hrd drv &more- $1650. Call
College Computer Resources
396-9543.

Wattersen

Dan:
Leave it to you not to just sei
the trditional card! Having I
b-day announced in a 350 pc
son class by the prof. is a on
in a lifetime deal! Thanks
much!
Alis,

For Sale:
Honda, 77 Accord, 2-Door
ONLY 86K. New Tires,
Brakes, Battery, Waterpump,
AIC, AM-FM, Cassette.
Reliable, Body in Great Shape.
$1000. Call 628-9629.

lBhi XTIAT Clones

t
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Prlntenswer here:

S;

Freshmen and Sophomores:
Take advantage of special
introductory rates to join a
modern health spa opening
next fall. Close by with the
latest fitness equipment, pools,
hot tubs, saunas, aerobics and
much more. Enjoy immediate
membership at over 300
affiiiated clubs in the U. S .
Renewable after 2 yean for just
$25. a year. Call Adam at
629-2339.

100 percent compatible w/ all

22

Bill

To the Great Goddess
of the Left MCS
Here’s your personnel p
sonal. I haven’t slept sin
Monday.. . I hope V. D. stan
for Valentines Day. If so,Ha
py V.D. to you too. This nc
has k e n brought tow by t
sorry demented screwed I
person who only has (had;
one friend - you.

The Audio

COMICS
by

illlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllnill

Spring Break
N a s s a u h d i s e Island from
$279. Package includes:
Roundtrip air, transfers, 7
nights hotel, beach parties,
free lunch, cruise, free
admission to nightclubs, taxes
and more!! Cancun packages
also available! Organizea small
group, earn a free trip! Call
Jeff at 623-6225.

by Henri Arnold and Bob Lee

Calvin and Hobbes

C1i rssif ied

54 Actor Delon
55 Vasco da
56 Great Lake
57 Pooh’s creator
58 Norse god’
59 Lily plant
60 Blanched
51 Sink In
52 Goes bad
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Yesterday’s Puzzle Solved
10
9 Ascended
Daydream

It Actlng group
12 It.
family
noble
13 Char
21 Festive
22 Some shoes

i

24 Showy flower

25 Nlsgara’s
tourist draw
26 Prospem’s

-

servant

28 Davld’s
27
Crlsto
weapon

29 Speak

DOWN

1 Wild pig
2 Traveled

pompously

- even keel
4 Wlth 370, an

30 Anlmate
31 Tinkers lo

Alda movle

33 Goodman’s
to Chance
music
38 Cogitate

3

5 sultry
6 “If

-e

million

...(*

7 Carton
8 Set Of toots

Doonesbury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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37 See 40
39 Turned down
40 Healthy color

0211011)

I

42 Strltch or May 49 Commanded
43 Empty

50 Id1

-

46 Incline
51 Woody’s son
47 Director Kazan 52 Uproer
.
48 Shopper‘s
53 Poor grades
haven

55 Deity

-

Quote

Of The Day

“The reason the All-American boy prefers beauty
to brains is that he can see better than he can
think. ’’

- Farrah Fawcett
“Ah. yes MI. Rischberg. I though1 you’d come ...
but which of US is the real duck. Mr. Frischberg.
and n o t just an illusion?”

Talnrrrr and Sreward
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